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THE GUTTA PERCHA

OF TORONTO
& RUBBER MFG. CO.
LIMITED

Our principal lines ot manufacture are mechanical rubber

goods, rubber boots and shoes, hre hose, carriage and motor

tires, interlocking rubber tiling, etc. The \ ariety of our produc-

tions is so large and extensive as to render it practically impos-

sible to issue a single catalogue covering all lines.

This price list is intended only to present some of olu' main

lines of mechanical rubber goods. ]f requiring special goods not

mentioned here, kindly write us gi\ ing full particulars. We shall

be pleased to give all such communications our best attention.

We de\'ote special care to the manufacture for the Canadian

market of proprietary articles controlled by residents of other

countries, and solicit correspondence with any who have rubber

specialties they desire manufactured here.

Our facilities for the successful manufacture of rubber

gootis are the \ cry best and we offer our productions to the

public as second to those ot no other makers while in many

lines we claim uiuiuestioncd superi()rit\'. The increasing demand

tor our goods in foreign markets in open cf)mpetition with the

world is perhaps the best evidence ot the merit of our manufactures.

Yours faithfully,

GUTTA PKRCHA & RUBBKR, LlMITi:!)
Successors to The Giilta Pcrclia & Rubber Mfe. Co. of Toronto, Limited

47 Ydiiuc StfLft.

'roKON'iO, t AX ADA.
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THE GUTTA PERCHA
OF TORONTO

& RUBBER MFG. CO.
LIMITED

MANUFACTURE OF RUBBER BELTING

Rubber belting is constructed of a number of plies of heavy,

specially woven duck, fricticned or coated wiih rubber, built one

on top of the other and firmly amalgamated in a solid mass by

heavy hydraulic pressure under a high degree of heat.

In the above illustration, a reproduction of a photograph made

in our works, we show the strongest belt press in America—25%
heavier registered pressure on rams than on any press heretofore

made. We also illustrate the powerful hydraulic appliance for

removing the stretch from the belting before pressure is applied.

The mammoth press plates are hollow, and being steam heated,

the belting is cured or vulcanized while stretched and under pres-

sure, thus permanently eliminating stretch and insuring the different

plies being firmly united.

We have long given this branch of our business most careful

study. A steady and rapid increase in our belting trade attests the

success our efforts have attained. Our various brands will be found

most reliable and we believe the best values the market atFords.



THE GUTTA PERCHA ' & RUBBER MFG. CO.
OF TORONTO LIMITED

SUGGESTIONS
FOR THE

TRANSMISSION OF POWER
BY THE USE OF

RUBBER BELTING

Published by permission of

JAMES BENNETT FORSYTH
General Manager of the Boston Belting Co.

To obtain the full power and longest service from belting,

great care should be taken in arranging the shafting and pulleys.

The shafting should be perfectly level and parallel. The pul-

leys should be in line with each other and turned smooth and

balanced.

The pulleys should be as large as circumstances will permit,

and the diameter of the pulleys should be increased as the thick-

ness or number of plies of the belt is increased.

The reason for this is that, in order to bend around onehalf

of the pulley, the outside of the belt must stretch and the inside

compress. This causes a forward and backward motion between

the upper and lower plies of duck, which rubs off the coating of

rubber from the duck near the centre plies, causing the plies to

separate when the belt is run over a pulley too small in diameter for

the thickness of the belt.

As the stretch and compression is usially the same for a given

thickness of belt on a given arc of contact, it follows that the larger

the pulley the less the stretch or compression for a foot of belt, and

the longer the belt will wear.

EXAMPLE

A 4-ply belt ('about ^'4 inch thick") envelops one-half the

circumference of a 24-inch pulley, the outside has stretched and the

inside compressed about fi inch each, making the total distortion

about -4 inch from a normal condition, or about % inch total

distortion in a foot of belt.
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With the same belt on a 48-inch pulley, the outside will stretch

and the inside compress about -'o inch each, making the total dis-

tortion about -'4 inch, as on the 24-inch pulley ; but, owing to the

greater circumference of the 48-inch pulley, the distortion per foot

has been reduced to about ' inch, or one-half what it was on the

24-inch pulley. A belt ,' _• inch thick would be distorted twice as

much, and other thicknesses in proportion.

Increasing the diameter of the pulley, the number of revolu-

tions, remaining the same, increases the power; therefore, alight

belt on a large pulley is preferable to and more economical than a

thick belt on a small pulley.

When more power is wanted, if the diameter of the pulley

cannot be increased, the face of the pulley and the belt should be

made wider in preference to increasing the thickness of the belt.

If made thicker, it might not give as good results as the thinner belt.

THE BEST CONDITIONS ARE:
Large pulleys and high speeds, low tension and reduced width

of belt.

4,000 feet per minute is not an excessive speed for belts on

proper size pulleys.

Moderately long belts are preferable to short ones.

Running one thin belt on top of another, the inner one a little

slack, is sometimes advantageous, giving two flexible instead of

one thick, stiff belt.

When the proper weight of duck is used, a 3- or 4-ply rubber

belt is equal to a single leather belt, and a 5- or 6-ply rubber is

equal to a double leather.

Double belts do not transmit twice the power of single, but

will transmit about fifty per cent, more power.

Rubber belts, being very flexible, come quickly to perfect

contact with the pulleys and give great adhesion.

Adhesion is increased by carefully covering the surface of the

pulleys with suitable lagging.

Vertical belts require extra tension to obtain sufficient friction

on the lower pulley.

Excessive tension on a belt is injurious.

Horizontal belts and belts running at an angle of 45 degrees or

less should have the lower side the tight or pulling side.
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Quarter-turn belts should be avoided if possible. Belts, if

run in this way, should be turned end for end often until the stretch

is entirely taken out.

For main driving and counter belts the pulleys should have a

slight crown of face, not exceeding }'s inch to a fcot in width ; too

much crowning is injurious to the belt.

USE LARGE PULLEYS AND AVOID BINDERS
After ascertaining the exact distance around the pulleys, cut

the belt )i to /:; inch shorter than this length for every foot in the

former measurement. The principal object of this is to have the

belt tight when on the pulleys.

If a lap splice is required, allowance must be made for a

sufficient additional length of belt for making the splice. After

the belt has been run a short tim.e and become stretched, take up

the slack and stretch, and it will not soon require shortening.

In putting on belting it should be stretched as tightly as possi-

ble. This can be done best by the use of clamps secured firmly to

each end of the belt and drawn together by clamp rods running

parallel with and outside the edges of the belt. 'See page 15.)

There is no danger of breaking if the belt is of proper length and

size for the required work.

After the clamps are adjusted and the belt has been tightened

as much as possible, it is an excellent plan to move the pulleys and

the belt back and forth so that the clamps will first be close to one

pulley and then close to the other. This forward and backward

movement should be repeated several times, the clamps meanwhile

being drawn tightly after each movement. The object of this is to

remove as much slack and stretch as possible from the entire length

of the belt before making the splice. If the forward and backward

movement is omitted, the slack and stretch will be removed from

only about one-half the belt.

It may be assumed that a 4-ply belt with a tension of 60 lbs.

per inch of width will be durable and do good service on a 24-inch

pulley.

A 5-ply with 80 lbs. tension, on a SOinch pulley.

A 6-ply " 100 " " " 36-
"

A 7-ply " 120 " " " 42-
"

An8-ply " 140 " " " 48-
"
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although smaller pulleys can be used. The use of smaller pulleys,

however, will be detrimental to the belt.

With the diameter of the pulley and the working tension not

less for each thickness of belt than is given in the foregoing table,

the 5-ply will deliver 1' ^ the 6-ply 1-i, the 7-ply 2 and the 8-ply
2

' 3 times as much as the 4- ply would on these diameters of pulleys,

running at the same rate in feet per minute.

We give the following rules for horse-power and widths of

belting.

TO FIND THE HORSE-POWER OF ANY BELT
RULE 1

Multiply the length of the arc of contact (on smaller pulley)

in feet by the width of belt in inches, and this product by the

revolutions per minute; divide this product by 325, and the quotient

will be the horse-power of a 4-ply belt. Multiply this power by
1.333 for power of 5-ply, by 1.666 for power of 6-ply, by 2 for

power of 7-ply and by 2.333 for power of 8-ply belt.

EXAMPLE
A 10-inch 4-ply belt running on one-half the circumference of

a 4-foot pulley, making 100 revolutions per minute, will transmit

19.33 - H. P.

6.2832 arc of contact in feet.

10 width of belt in inches.

62.8320

100 revolutions per minute.

325^283.200

19.33 " H. P. for a 4-ply.

If for a 5-ply, multiply 19.33 1.333 = 25.77 H. P.

If for a 6-ply, multiply 19.33 1.666 = 32.21 H. P.

If for a 7-ply, mulLip.y 19.33 2. = 38.66 H. P.

If for an 8-ply. multiply 19.33 2.333 ^ 45.10 H. P.

RULE 2

Multiply the width of belt in inches by effective tension or

pull per inch of width (see table of tensions, page 11 1, by speed

of belt in feet per minute. Divide this by 33,000, and the result

will be number of horse-power transmitted.
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EXAMPLE
Required number of horse-power transmitted by a belt 20

inches wide, 4-ply (effective tension, 60 lbs. per inch in width),

speed of belt 4,400 feet per minute.

20 60 X 4,400= 5,280,000; this divided by 33,000 = 160

horse-power.

This rule is on the basis that the arc of contact of belt in

connection with the smaller pulley is about 180 degrees. If the arc

of contact is different, then the amount of power transmitted will

be of about the following proportion :

240 degrees 150 per cent.

120 " 60 "

90 " 30 "
Intermediate amounts at about proportional rate

TO FIND ARC OF CONTACT OF BELT
ON SMALLER PULLEY

Divide the difference between the diameters of the two pulleys

by the distance between the centres of shafts ( both being in the

same denomination, either feet or inches
) ; multiply the quotient by

57, and subtract this product from 180°, and the remainder will be

the number of degrees in the arc of contact. Multiply the entire

circumference of smaller pulley in feet by degrees of arc of contact

as above, divide by 360, and the result will be the length in feet of

arc of contact of belt on smaller pulley.

EXAMPLE
To find arc of contact in feet on smaller pulley. Diameter of

large pulley, 10 feet ; diameter of small pulley, 5 feet ; distance

between centres, 25 feet.

10

5

25) 5

.2

52
11.4

180 — 11.4 = 168.6 = degrees of arc of contact on smaller

pulley. 5 3.1416 = 15.708 = circumference of smaller pulley.

15.708 168.6 = 2649.3688 360 = 7.36 feet = arc of

contact of belt on smaller pulley.

10
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TO FIND THE WIDTH OF BELT REQUIRED
TO DO A GIVEN AMOUNT OF WORK

Multiply given horse-power by 325 and divide this product by

the revolutions per minute ; then divide the quotient thus obtained

by the length of the arc of contact ' on smaller pulley) in feet, and

the quotient will be the width in inches of a 4-ply belt. Multiply

this width by .75 for width of 5-ply, by .6 for width of 6-ply, by
.5 for width of 7-ply, and by .43 for width of 8-ply belt required

to do the same amount of work.

EXAMPLE

To transmit 19.33 H. P. by means of a 4-ply belt running on

one-half the circumference of a 4-foot pulley, making 100 revolu-

tions per minute, the belt must be 10 inches wide.

19.33 H. P.

325 constant.

Revs, per minute, 100 6282.25

Arc of contact, 6.28)62.8225

10. -

5-ply, multiply by .75

6-ply, multiply by .6

If for a

If for a

If for a

inches width.

^7.5 inches wide.

= 6. inches wide.

7-ply, multiply by .5 = 5. inches wide.

If for an 8-ply, multiply by .43 = 4.3 inches wide.
For diameter of pulleys and tension on different plies, see pages S* and 12, and table

TABLE SHOWING INCREASE OF POWER
Due to the diameter of pulleys and different thicknesses of belt,

pulleys making same number of revolutions per minute.

Thickness of Belt
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DISTORTION OF BELTING IN PASSING
OVER PULLEYS

It is manifest that in passing over a pulley the outside of a belt

must stretch and the inside compress. In the engravings shown
below (Figs. A and B) the dotted lines represent the normal con-

dition of a piece of belt, while the angular lines show the abnormal
or strained position the belt must take when encircling one-half the

circumference of a pulley.

rr

I

As an angle is developed on any diameter of pulley, it is

evident that the larger the pulley the less the belt is distorted, per

foot of length, from its normal condition.

The following illustration ( Fig. C ) shows the distortion or

strain of fibre in a belt one-half inch thick while encircling one-

half of the circumference of a pulley 48 inches in diameter.

Power obtained by
increasing diameter of

pulley, and the number

of plies of the belt, the

revolutions of pulley

per minute remaining

the same.

Outside Length

Inside Length
76.97 inches

75.40 "

1.57 "

If

If

If

If

— distortion.

a 4-ply belt on a 24-in.

a 5-ply " " 30-

"

a 6-ply " " 36-

a 7-ply " " 42-"

Ifan8-ply " " 48-"

pulley will develop 1.00 H.
1.666

'

2.50
'

3.50
'

4.666
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TO FIND THE LENGTH OF A BELT
1st. Add the diameters of the two pulleys together and

multiply by 1.57, and to this add twice the distance between the

centres of shafts.

2d. Subtract the diameter of the smaller pulley from the

diameter of the larger and multiply the remainder by itself ; divide

this by four times the distance between centres of shafts, and this

result, added to that of the first part, will give exact length.

All dimensions must be expressed in the same denomination :

that is, either feet or inches.

EXAMPLE
V~— 20 FT. —

>|

5 diameter of large pulley. 5 diameter of large pulley.

3 " " small " 3 " " small

8 sum of diameter. 2

1.57 2

12.56 A 80 = .05

40. twice distance between centres.

.05

52.61 feet == 52 feet 7,',; inches, length of belt.

TO FIND LENGTH OF BELT IN A ROLL
Add together the diameters of the roll and the hole in the

roll, both being expressed in inches. Multiply this sum by the

number of coils in the roll, and then multiply this product by 1.32.

The three left-hand figures will represent approximately the number
of feet of belting in the roll.

EXAMPLE
A roll of 6-inch 4-ply belt measures 41 inches diameter; hole,

6 inches diameter. Number of coils in the roll, 69. 41 -;- 6 =
47 • 69 = 3243 • 1.32 = 428.076, or 428 feet.

13
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LACING RUBBER BELTING

The ends of the belt should be perfectly squared. Lace

holes should be cut with a sharp oval or round punch. In lacing

narrow belts, butt the two ends together, making two rows of holes

in each ('thus obtaining a double hold ', being particular that the

holes in the second row are not punched immediately behind holes

in the front row, but midway between them, as shown on page 14.

For wide belts, in addition, put a thin piece of leather or

rubber on the back to strengthen the joint, equal in length to the

width of the belt, and sew or rivet it to the belt.

Lacing of belts can be done best by the aid of belt clamps

secured firmly to each end of the belt, and drawn together by bolts

running parallel with and outside the edges of the belt, as shown

in cut.

SPLICING BY CEMENTED LAP

For wide belts a cemented lap splice is very desirable. This

may be made by stepping off the ends by removing a portion of

the plies in uniform order, so that when finished the lapped ends

will match each other, as shown on page 14. Be particularly care-

ful nor to cut the plies under the portion to be removed.

Cover both scarfed or stepped surfaces with good rubber

cement and allow it to dry. Bring the two ends together care-

fully, so they will fit each other properly. Roll firmly or hammer
together and lace with a fine rawhide lace, punching very small

holes to accommodate same.
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BELTING DON'TS

Don't forget that there is nothing like rubber if properly used

Don't order your belt too narrow or too light.

Don't cut the lace holes ragged or too large.

Don't cut lace holes too near the ends of the belt.

Don't cut or lace the belt crooked ; use a square.

Don't cut one lace hole behind another when cutting two rows.

Don't condemn a belt that breaks because of improper lacing.

Don't expect good wear from belts run on bad pulleys.

Don't use a pulley narrower than the width of the belt.

Don't cut belt too short, or it may tear out at lace holes or

break.

Don't allow the edges or face of belts to run against any

obstruction.

Don't forget that rubber belts will stand greater heat than any

other kind.

Don't forget that rubber belting will transmit more power than

any other kind.

Don't forget that grease and oil are injurious to rubber belts

and will destroy them.

Don't forget that cheap belts are made on light duck ; better

grades on heavy duck.

Don't forget that the strength of a belt depends upon the

number of plies and weight of duck in it.

Don't forget that the cost of rubber belting is much below that

of good leather.

Don't forget that rubber belts will run in damp or wet places

(but not in water) where other belts fail.

Don't run the seam side of the belt to the pulley unless pulley

is crowned /8 inch per foot or more.

Don't allow a belt to run with an air blister in it; cut out the

blistered portion at once and thus save the rest of the belt.

Don't use a rough plank when shifting belts ; shippers with

rollers that press upon the face of the belt, instead of on the edge,

should be used.
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USEFUL INFORMATION ABOUT

RUBBER BELTING

As compared with leather, rubber belting is not only much

cheaper, but under certain conditions is capable of giving longer and

better service. Unlike leather belting, it can be used in all kinds

of v^eather, or in damp places. It is of an even, uniform width and

thickness throughout, and on account of its smooth, metallic surface

the contact between the pulley and the belting is more perfect, thus

obtaining maximum power. It will withstand without injury a

considerable amount of heat, and retain its flexibility in the coldest

of weather.

CARE AND USE

In selecting belts for special uses, alloiv sufficient width, so that

they will run without slipping and still be moderately slack. Tight

belts add greatly to the friction on bearings, and waste much power.

From 25 to 40 per cent, of the power used in most mills is required

to drive the shafting alone. Tight belts are responsible for much

of this waste.

Where belts run at an angle of 45 degrees or less, apply power

when possible so that the under side of the belt will do the driving.

This allows the upper side to sag, increasing the arc of pulley con-

tact, and, consequently, the driving power.

Use pulleys as large as consistent, in order that the stretch on

the outside and compression on the inside, caused by bending the

belt around pulleys, may be reduced as much as possible. The

thicker the belt, the larger the pulley should be on which it is used.

Don't overtax belts nor run them tighter than necessary. In

other words, don't send a boy to do a man's work.
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RUBBER BELTING

OUR PRINCIPAL BRANDS FOR POWER TRANSMISSION

., - , , „ The strongest, heaviest and highest grade rubber
•'Monarch ^

.

^™'^'**^ '"^"'^ belting we make. Specially designed for heavy

work such as main drives in large saw mills, pulp mills, paper mills,

etc. Only the heaviest belting ducks and richest rubber stocks are

used in this belting.

" T? H cit
' " ^^'^^ brand corresponds with what is generally

riiu.EMAP.K,
5qJ(J Jjj ^y^q trade as "the best belting." It is

made on heavy specially woven belting duck with high-grade

friction and cover. Running the entire length of the belt, directly

under the lap, is a strip of fine red rubber which prevents any

tendency to open at the seam.

,, T • »» Our standard brand. Thoroughly reliable for generalLion ^

.TRArEMARKi service and undoubtedly the best belt on the market

at the price. Our "Lion" Thresher Belts have made an except-

ional record for serviceability 'see page 24).

,, y , ,, A lower priced grade of rubber belting. We offer

,TKu>K.MAKK
^)^[^ brand as fully equal to any other at the price,

but strongly recommend the use of our better and heavier grades.

"Maltese Cross"
^^^ highest grade, heaviest and strongest

""""^'"^' stitched rubber belting we make. For

fuller description see pages 20 and 21.

,, rt " Our standard grade stitched rubber belting. See

fuller description on pages 20 and 2LTItADt: MAKK

FOR LIST PRICES SEE PAGE 23

See Tekr)':;r ::.::. 1 17 and 118

19
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STITCHED RUBBER BELTING

In the manufacture of this belting the plies of rubber-coated

duck, after being built up to the required thickness, are stitched

together with strong cord which has been specially treated, causing

it to unite perfectly with the rubber frictions in the belt. These

rows of stitching run the entire length of the belt, virtually forming

a cross fabric, binding the different layers into a solid single fabric,

and in vulcanization are so firmly united with the different plies that

should the loops of the stitches wear off, the cord remains in the

belt, acting like rivets to hold the plies firmly together. Besides

this, the plies are bound together with the same high-grade rubber

frictions we employ in our unstitched belting, thus rendering this

style of belting superior in strength and durability.

After stitching, the rubber cover is put on and the belt is then

thoroughly stretched and cured in our heavy hydraulic presses.

We manufacture Endless Stitched Rubber Belts, and confidently

offer this style of belting as the most satisfactory on the market for

many purposes, especially for high-speed service.

FOR LIST PRICES SEE PAGE 23

See Telegraph Code pages 115, 116, 117 and 118

20
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CO.

Stitched Rubber Belting we supply in two grades, known as

our "Maltese Cross" and "Beaver" brands.

'

' The best that can be produced
'

' is our aim with respect to

all goods bearing our "Maltese Cross" brand or trade mark.

The heaviest duck and highest grade rubber friction and cover are

employed in making this belt.

The "Beaver" brand is made in the same general manner as

our "Maltese Cross" brand, from high-grade materials, and

will be found a very satisfactory and serviceable article at moderate

cost.
FOR LIST PRICES SEE PAGE 23

SPE51AL

jEL-n AJ Ij

V. Ur 7U;iOJTU, Li^ynU.HAUM^A. J

DYNAMO AND HIGH SPEED BELTS

Our Special " Maltese Cross " Stitched Dynamo Belts

will be found splendidly suited for all

high-speed service. We guarantee

them against separation between the

plies, and it is a generally accepted

fact that with rubber belts there is

much less liability to slipping than

with leather.

FOR LIST PRICES SEE PAGE 23

See Telegraph Code pages 115, 116, 117 ana 118

21
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FRICTION COVER RUBBER BELTING
We supply to order rubber belting without the usual thickness of rubber cover,

having the surface finished with a high-grade rubber friction. By some this style of

belting is preferred, particularly for certain kinds of work. By this method of

manufacture a thinner belt of equal strength is obtained having correspondingly

greater flexibility.

"MULTIPLE" BRAND FRICTION COVER BELTING
(TRAbK MARK)

A special light weight and flexible belt intended to drive rapid running

machinery, as* blowers, exhaust fans, wood-working tools, etc. As will be noted

from the illustration, it is made of more plies and lighter duck than our regular

belts. For this purpose we,eroploy a fine woven duck of special construction, and

an exceedingly rich rubber frictfcJn, rendering separation of the plies very difficult.

" Multiple " brand belting is^specially designed for service where belts run over

small pulleys at high speed, and are subjected to a sharp bending strain.

FOR LIST PRICES SEE PAGE 23

See Telegraph Code pages 115, 116, 117 and 11

8

EMERY AND SAND BELTS
Made endless, of any lengths, widths and number of plies desired,

surface has the duck exposed to receive the coating of emery or sand,

FOR LIST PRICES SEE PAGE 23

See Telegraph Code pages 115, 116, 117 and 118

The outer
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RUBBER THRESHER BELTS

We make a specialty of Endless Rubber Belts for thresher

purposes. Conditions in this service are of the most trying char-

acter, first, from the fact that the belts are required to run at high

speed over very small pulleys, involving great strain ; second, on

account of the constantly changing conditions of service with

exposure to wind and weather ; third, because many of these belts

are used by unskilled and inexperienced workmen.

While liable to our full share of these troubles, it is very seldom

we receive any complaints of our threshing belts, which, we believe,

is the best possible proof of the excellence of our goods.

We regularly manufacture two grades, known as our " Red
Strip" and "Lion" brands, and offer them with every confi-

dence as the very best the market affords.

FOR LIST PRICES SEE PAGE 23

See Telegraph Code p-iges 115. 116. 117 and 118
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GRAIN ELEVATOR BELTING
Our facilities for the manufacture of Grain Elevator Belting are

the very best, and we have executed some of the largest contracts

ever placed. For the equipment of the mammoth elevator illus-

trated above we shipped over 3 '4 miles of belting in varying widths,

total weight 80.000 lbs. or 40 tons. This elevator was built by the

Barnett & Record Co., of Minneapolis, Minn , for the Canadian

Northern Ry. Co. at Port Arthur, Ont. It is the largest in the

world— capacity 7,000,000 bushels.

Besides the above we have also equipped over 600 ^rain

elevators, both large and small, throughout the country. We are

prepared to quote on any specifications, and can positively assure

our customers entire satisfaction.

We regularly supply two grades, which we know as our

"Extra Strong" and "King" brands.
1 ll\I)K M W.K TKAUK MAKK

^i . . T Ji: a jj '/ :.' - z ^.a ^i k. J

FOR LIST PRICES SEE PAGE 23

See T^'o-vi^h r^'.-ip pares 115. 11''. n "7 .-.-y 77
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RUBBER CONVEYOR BELTING
For elevating and conveying ore, coal, marl, etc., we make a special belt with

reinforced or thickened rubber face, as illustrated below, to withstand the heavy

abrasive action and severe usage to which a belt in this service is subjected.

Our " Cro^vn " brand Conveyor Belting will be found most reliable and
.TRADE M.\RK)

satisfactory. Made in any width and number of plies and
usually with either Vie inch or ys inch rubber face.

We make a specialty of the manufacture of proprietary belts controlled by the

manufacturers of conveyor machinery, and solicit correspondence with any who have

occasion to install conveyor plants in this country.
" Crown " trade mark used by permission of The Toronto Rubber Co., Limited

FOR LIST PRICES SEE PAGE 23

See Tilegraph Code pa^es 115. 116, 117 ar.d 118

Uc 3U
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HOSE

The manufacture of Rubber and Cotton Rubber Lined Hose

for all purposes constitutes one of the most important departments

of our business. Our facilities for manufacture are the very best

and our product will be found uniform and reliable.

In the use and care of hose the following facts should be borne

in mind :

Avoid kinking as much as possible.

When hose leaks do not wrap a rag around it, but cut out the

defective part and join ends together with a mender or coupling.

When not in use, hose should be thoroughly drained and kept

in a cool place.

Cotton rubber lined and linen hose should be kept on racks or

hangers in a dry, well ventilated place.

Hose should not come in contact with oils or grease of any

kind. Much steam and air drill hose is ruined by oil which reaches

the tube through the steam or air. For description of our Oil Hose

see page 39.

Uc=
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OUR PRINCIPAL

WATER HOSE BRANDS
"MALTESE CROSS" tum.imakk,

The highest grade and most durable water Lose

made. Specially designed for severe service. (Not

Carbolized Fire Hose )

" LION " JRADE MAliK)

The standard grade for general water and gar- I

den hose service. Guaranteed to give entire satis-

faction, if properly used.

*' SUN " iTr.AIlF. :\MHK)

A very popular garden hose, both with the trade

and the consumer. Made with a greater number of

plies than are in our other grades.

"AURORA" iTltAIlEMXRK,

A high grade water hose with red rubber cover

"KINKPROOF" TP.M..:mm,k,

Our standard wire bound hose. As its name

implies, it will not kink. The wire is applied by a

patented process and will not uncoil when cut.

" KING " TRMii: MARK,

A good average hose at moderate cost. Specially

designed for lawn service.

" LEADER" ;TR\I>i; M\UK)

A good low-priced hose for lawn service under

medium pressures.

" CABLE " rUADi: MARK)

A cheap, light weight hose for garden service.

" PLANET" ,TRM>i;MMtK)

The cheapest garden hose we make. Supplied

only in ^2 and '4 inch sizes.

FOR LIST PRICES SEE PAGE 30

See Telegraph Code pa^es 115. 116. 117 and 118
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RUBBER WATER HOSE LIST PRICES
FOR COLD OR HOT WATER HOSE

Internal Diameter
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STEAM HOSE
Conducting steam under pressure is one of the hardest services

required of rubber hose. The difficulty lies in the fact that steam

under heavy pressures generates such intense heat us to quickly

attack the cotton fabric in which the strength of the hose lies. It

is not difficult to make a hose strong enough when new to with-

stand a hydraulic pressure many times as great as is ever required

in steam service, but the problem in the manufacture of steam hose

is to make a rubber tube which will not only withstand as far as

possible the hardening effect of the great heat but which will not

soften and which will render the greatest protection to the duck.

The rubber stock used in our steam hose tubes has peculiar

heat resisting qualities, and we can confidently offer our product

in this line as second to none in the world. At the same time it

should be remembered that rubber is a vegetable substance and

being vulcanized at a temperature of about 250"^ to 265° F., sub-

jecting it to greater heat than this will have a tendency to over-

cure and injure it. See table showing temperatures of steam,

page 34.

See Telepi-'iph C^..^ pi^es 115. 116, 117 and 113
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WOVEN COTTON COVERED
STEAM HOSE

"Monarch" brand steam hose is undoubtedly the strongest,

and we believe the most durable steam hose on the market. It

is our latest production in this line, and in it we employ the

highest grade materials only.

Over the rubber hose which is built up of a number of plies

of duck with heavy tube, we weave a heavy and very strong

cotton jacket which is afterwards treated to prevent mildew and

rot, the outer surface being usually colored. This cover is woven

very tightly on the hose itself and will not slip or alter its position.

Besides adding very greatly to the strength of the hose this cover

protects from outside wear, and will not unravel if cut.

While eminently suited for all kinds of steam service,

"Monarch" Woven Cotton Covered Steam Hose is especially

designed for use on rock drills.

FOR LIST PRICES SEE PAGE 34

See Telegraph Code pages 115. 116, 117 and 118
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In addition to the "Monarch" brand we also manufacture three

standard grades of steam hose with plain rubber cover as follows :

" Maltese Cross " brand is the best plain steam hose

made. In it we employ a heavier cotton duck than is generally-

used. This grade is specially intended for use where heavy steam

pressures are encountered.
" Lion " brand has for years been the standard grade of

steam hose on this market and in regular service as well as for

rock drill work has established a most satisfactory record. We offer

it as second only to the "Monarch" and "Maltese Cross" brands.
" King " brand steam hose is made of lighter weight than

the " Lion " brand and is intended for medium and light pressure

steam service and for conducting hot water.

All above lines of steam hose are supplied with Marline, Ratline

or Wire winding if desired. For heavy pressure service —say 75

lbs. or over, we strongly recommend Marline or Ratline winding

which will add materially to the strength and life of the hose.

For Marline winding add 10 fr to net price of hose.

For Ratline winding add 20% to net price of hose.

For Wire winding see list prices page 35.

FOR LIST PRICES SEE PAGE 34

See Telepraph Co.ie m^es 115, 116. 117 ar.d 113
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WIRE WOUND STEAM HOSE
When desired, we can supply our steam hose wound either

with round or flat wire. The wire is attached to the hose by a

process of which we have the exclusive control in this country, and
it will not unwind when cut.

LIST PRICES FOR WIRE WINDING STEAM HOSE
WITH ROUND WIRE

Internal Diameter
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AIR DRILL HOSE

The service required of air drill

hose is unusually severe. The pressure

is not only heavy but intermittent and,

as the hose generally works in rough

and often wet places, the problem is

to produce an article which is not only

strong but which will withstand heavy

outside wear and friction.

Our "Monarch" brand woven cotton covered Air Drill Hose

is, we claim, the most durable hose for this service on the market.

It is made in the same manner as our
'

' Monarch '

' Steam Hose

described on page 32, and while primarily designed for air drill

work it will be found most reliable wherever a hose is required

to convey air under heavy pressure.

USE STEAM HOSE LIST PRICES PAGE 34

See Telegraph Code pages 115, 116, 117 and 118
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In addition to the
'

' Monarch '

' brand we also manufacture two

standard grades of Air Drill Hose with frictioned canvas cover to

resist outside wear. This duck cover is charged as one ply, thus a

5-ply hose would have four plies imbedded with the fifth on the

outside over the rubber cover.

" Maltese Cross " brand is made from specially high

grade materials and is furnished either with canvas cover or mar-

line, ratline or wire winding.

"Lion" brand has well earned its reputation for reliability

and is the standard grade on this market. Supplied with frictioned

duck cover or marline, ratline or wire winding.

USE STEAM HOSE LIST PRICES PAGE 34

For Marline Winding, add 10% to net price of hose.

For Ratline Winding, add 20% to net price of hose

For Wire Winding, use list prices page 35.

See Telegraph Code pages 115, 116. 117 and 118
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PNEUMATIC TOOL HOSE
The use of pneumatic tools and pneumatic equipment of all

kinds has increased so enormously during the past few years that

we have, after giving very careful study to the matter of service

required, produced a style and grade of hose especially adapted for

this purpose. Our pneumatic tool hose is made from high-grade

materials and will be found most reliable.

Made in all sizes ; the following are most preferred. Each

size made with the number of plies found best suited to the work.

LIST PRICES

Sizes 1

'^-INCH
Per Foot
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BREWERS' HOSE
Made specially to meet the requirements of Brewers' use,

with heavy, high-grade rubber tube and cover. Supplied in two

grades, viz., "Maltese Cross" and "Lion" brands.

USE STEAM HOSE LIST PRICES PAGE 34

See TeJegfaph Code pages 116. 117 and 118

VINEGAR HOSE
For use in conducting vinegar. We make two grades,

"Maltese Cross" and "Lion" brands.

USE STEAM HOSE LIST PRICES PAGE 34
See Telegraph Code pcges 115, 116. 117 and 11

S

Vinegar Suction Hose, see page 42.

OIL HOSE
Made with a tube and cover specially prepared to withstand

the action of petroleum and other oils.

USE STEAM HOSE LIST PRICES PAGE 34

See Telegraph Code pages 115. 116. 117 and 113

Oil Suction Hose, see page 42.

RINK HOSE
In the flooding of skating and curling rinks the service encoun-

tered by rubber hose is unusually severe. We recommend the use

of steam hose, see list prices, page 34.
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SUCTION HOSE
In the use of Suction Hose as compared with conducting hose

the conditions are reversed. In suction hose service the pressure is

exerted from the outside and the tendency is to collapse. To offset

this external pressure a spiral galvanized iron, steel or brass wire

coil is introduced, either imbedded in the rubber as a part of the

wall or exposed on the inside of the hose.

Smooth Bore Suction Hose has the wire coil im-

bedded in the walls, as illustrated above. The wire is thereby

protected from the action of the water or other fluids passing

through it, and the friction occasioned by the exposed wire in

ordinary suction hose is entirely avoided. This style of suction

hose is almost invariably used on steam fire engines. For this

service we offer our "Maltese Cross" Carbolized Smooth Bore

Suction Hose as unequalled in the market.

FOR LIST PRICES SEE PAGE 42

See Telegraph Code page 121
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Plain Spiral Suction Hose, Illustrated above, is con-

structed with the wire coil exposed on the inside, instead of being

imbedded in the walls of the hose. It is less costly to manufacture

than the smooth bore suction hose, therefore is sold on a lower list.

In both Smooth Bore and Plain Spiral Suction Hose we make
three grades, viz.: "Maltese Cross," carbolized, "Lion" and

"King" brands.

FOR LIST PRICES SEE PAGE 42

Agricultural Suction Hose is a light weight, portable

hose, made on spiral wire, specially designed for Threshers' use.

FOR LIST PRICES SEE PAGE 43

Hard Rubber Suction Hose is made with a heavy

wall of strong cotton duck and firm rubber stock, which renders it

sufficiently stiff to prevent collapsing. Intended principally for

Threshers' use. Not recommended larger than two-inch.

FOR LIST PRICES SEE PAGE 43

See Te'efj-iph Cnie pi^re 121
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SUCTION HOSE

SMOOTH BORE AND PLAIN SPIRAL

"MALTESE CROSS," "LION" AND "KING" BRANDS

LIST PRICES FOR "SMOOTH BORE" SUCTION HOSE

Internal Diameter.

^ inch, per foot,

1
"

IX "

I'A
"

IH "

2
2-2

"

3
3'2

"

4
4>4

'•

5

S'A
'•

5 .80
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OIL SUCTION HOSE
We make Suction Hose either " Smooth Bore" or " Plain Spiral " for pump=

ing petroleum or other oils, in which we employ a special oil-resisting stock.

USE LIST PRICES ON PAGE 42

See Telegraph Code page 121

Oil Conducting Hose, see page 39.

VINEGAR SUCTION HOSE
Made either " Smooth Bore" or "Plain Spiral" on Hard Brass Wire and

specially designed for this service. Use list prices on page 42 plus \0% for brass

wire.
See Telegraph Code page 121

Vinegar Conducting Hose, see page 39.

AGRICULTURAL SUCTION HOSE
FOR THRESHERS' USE

This is a light, wire lined suction hose, reasonable in price, at the same time

durable. In sizes over 2-inch a higher grade suction hose is recommended.

SEE LIST PRICES BELOW
See Telegraph Code page 121

HARD RUBBER SUCTION HOSE
This hose is intended mainly for Threshers' use and other light suction service.

In sizes over 2-inch a wire lined suction hose is recommended.

See Telegraph Code page 121

LIST PRICES
FOR HARD RUBBER AND AGRICULTURAL SUCTION HOSE

Internal Diameter. Internal Diameter.

}i inch, per foot, $ .65 1^ inch, per foot, $1.31

1 •' " '• 75
j

2 " '• " 1.50

I'l " " " . . . .93 1
2'4' " " " 1.69

1^ " " " 1.13 ! iVi " " " ... 1.88

DIVERS' HOSE
"MALTESE CROSS' BRAND

Made from highest grade materials and intended to float when in service. It

is specially designed to prevent kinking and to withstand the action of either salt or

fresh water. It is also compounded to prevent imparting a disagreeable odor to the ^^
air passing through it to the diver. • t.^^

LIST PRICES IvtAC^ re
^^^"^

>^ inch, per foot, $.51 J4 inch, per foot, . •O 1^ • ^ .f^B^*^ q>J C.^

See Telegraph Code pages 115, 116 and 117 ^ \i^-
, ^-.Qt^ *|
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"EUREKA" SOFT SUCTION HOSE
COTTON, RUBBER LINED

Contains no wire. Seamless, circular, solid woven, multiple

construction; is flexible, strong and light. Used by the largest

fire departments on fire engines of the first class between engine

and water hydrant.

LIST PRICES
Internal Diameter. Internal Diameter.

2 inch, per ft
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FIRE HOSE

The manufacture of fire hose of all kinds has always been

a very important branch of our business. We are undoubtedly

much the largest and most successful makers of this class of

goods in the Dominion, our various brands of fire hose being

in use in all the leading fire departments of the country. We can

with fullest confidence refer prospective purchasers to those who

have used our goods.

Our line of fire hose embraces over twenty separate and

distinct brands adapted to all purposes from mill protection hose

to the heaviest and largest hose used in city fire department,

water tower and fire boat service. Our special "Fire Hose and

Supplies" catalogue, sent on application, describes our various

brands fully.

See Telegraph Code pa^es 115 and 120.
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RUBBER FIRE HOSE

The manufacture of Rubber Fire Hose is one of the most

difficult in the whole line of rubber working. Few makers have

made even a reasonable success of this branch of their business.

The essential qualities are durability, strength, lightness, flexibility

and freedom from liability to mildew and rot. To combine these

qualities is by no means an easy task. The secret lies fully as

much in skillful compounding and harmonious combinations as in

the use of costly stocks.

For reliability our celebrated "Maltese Cross" brand of
(Tl; M)l; MARK I

Rubber Fire Hose, first made upwards of thirty years ago, has

earned a well deserved reputation, and still stands unrivalled. In it

we employ the highest grade materials obtainable. The cotton duck

used is specially woven for this purpose, and before being coated

with rubber, is carefully treated by our patent carbolizing process

for the prevention of mildew and rot.

"The best Rubber Fire Hose made."

See Tdegraph Code pages 115 and 120
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" Crescent
(TRADE MARK)

" Beaver
THAriE MARK

See Telegraph Code pages 115 and 120

— V

n

brand Rubber Fire Hose is made from high grade

materials on special duck, and is carbolized to

prevent mildew and rot. We offer it as second in quality only to

our " Maltese Cross " brand.

„ brand is the lowest price rubber hose we make

specially for fire purposes. It is designed to meet

the demand for a low priced rubber fire hose of good value, and

while not offered as at all equal in wearing qualities to our "Maltese

Cross" or "Crescent" brands, we claim it to be at least equal to

the best rubber fire hose offered by most other makers at much

higher figures.

It is also used with great success for ship and mine service

where a high grade of cold water hose is required. Made in all

sizes.
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COTTON FIRE HOSE
We are the exclusive Canadian manufacturers of the celebrated

"Eureka" brands of Cotton Rubber Lined Fire Hose, compris-

ing solid woven, double jacket and knitted fabrics. The cotton

used in all these lines is treated antiseptically with the best

known preparation for the prevention of mildew and rot, which

preserves the hose by permanently neutralizing those elements of

raw cotton that are liable to decay.

All our rubber linings are hand made with lap welded joint,

from four-calendered sheets, and are guaranteed not to come loose

from the fabrics.

" Eureka " brand 4-ply seamless, circular.

(TKAiJE .MARK, solid, multiple-woven bos2 is the

strongest cotton rubber lined fire hose made. It is

supplied in all sizes from Z/i-inch to 6-inch, and is

intended for heaviest fire department, water tower

and fire boat service. Made with smooth interior

ply, as described on page 53.

** PsrafiOn" brand Cotton Rubber Lined Fire

,TK.M>K .mai;k) Hose is similar in all respects to

" Eureka '

' brand except that it is a 3-ply fabric. It

has won the highest reputation for excellence and
durability in heaviest fire department service.

See Telegraph Code pages 115 and 120

Cross section of "Eureka"
Fire Hose.
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3 Pl-Y

" ParSSOn" '^ ^^^ most widely used fire hose on this Continent and is in ccn-

n:\M. m\::k stant and increasing de.Tiand.

"Red Cross" '^ ^ 2-ply hose constructed on the same principles as our

TUAiiB.MAKKi "Eureka" and "Paragon'' brands, having the smooth interior

ply. This hose possesses ample strength for any fire department where the additional

plies of our "Eureka" and "Paragon" brands are not required to withstand the

abrasion due to frequent use.

See Telegraph Code pages 115 a>id 120
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DOUBLE JACKET FIRE HOSE
COTTON. RUBBER LINED

All manufacturers of Fire Hose make Jacket Hose. Other

makers offer it, under their respective brands, as their best hose.

Though exceedingly strong and somewhat less costly. Jacket Hose,

because of its construction, cannot compare in points of durability

and general satisfaction with our solid woven brands, "Eureka,"

"Paragon" and "Red Cross."

is our well known brand of circular woven Jacket Fire
"Peerless"

, TRADE MARK Hose. It Is 3. comblnatlon of two woven jackets

separate from each other instead of being united as in our
'

' Para-

gon " brand.

,,tr^ . ,, Jacket Fire Hose is a combination of two heavy
Surprise

TiiAi.K MARK knitted fabrics similarly constructed, one being

knitted over the other.

,,«T T-» 1 ». Jacket Fire Hose is a combination of wovenNew Peerless
iTRADEMARK, ^y^,^ knitted fabrics, producing a hose of

excellent wearing surface, having the advantage of a knitted interior

with the loop stitches turned to the inner surface to provide specially

smooth water way.

.,-T r^ • .» Jacket Fire Hose is similar to our "Surprise"New Surprise
TRAi.KMARK, brand, excepting in this particular, that the

inner jacket is knitted with its loop stitches turned to the inner

surface to provide smooth waterway.

We have several other brands of solid woven and jacket Fire

Hose which, for lack of room, we are unable to illustrate here.

Fuller description of all our lines in special " Fire Hose and Sup-

plies " Catalogue, sent on application.

See Telegraph Code pages 115 and 120
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"GUTTAPERCH" BRAND
,TK\Iil MAKK.

UNDERWRITER STANDARD FIRE HOSE
COTTON, RUBBER LINED

Uc

ACCEPTED

This hose is antiseptically treated by the best known method, approved by the

Underwriters, for prevention of mildew and rot. It is made in accordance with the

latest specifications and requirements of "The Associated Factory Mutual Fire

Insurance Companies," and those of the " National Fire Protection Association,'

adopted as the "'National Standard," and is accepted and approved by the inspectors

of these companies.

Each length of the " Guttaperch " brand Underwriter Hose has a Special

Registered Mark {Checkered Red Line) woven in the fabric, and is branded

" ' Guttaperch ' Underwriter 25^ inch Hose
MANUFACTURED BY

The Gutta Percha & Rubber Manufacturing Co.

of Toronto, Limited"

as required by the Underwriters. It will stand a pressure of 400 lbs. to the squa:e

inch on delivery, and is fully guaranteed in every respect.

Supplied also in sizes 2/s inch and l^s inch.

Special attention is called to the smooth interior construction of "Gutta-

perch " Underwriter Hose fabric, as described on the following page.

USE MILL HOSE LIST PRICES PAGE 55
See Telegraph Code page 120
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SMOOTH INTERIOR CONSTRUCTION

NEW CONSTRUCTION
Showing smooth interior surface of fabric.

BSiiiiiiiya<>)-hVii«^tfvi"w^r.W. ..>' iiter'^

OLD WEAVE
Showing rubber lining corrugated on account of rough

interior of fabric.

We cannot emphasize too

strongly the importance of this

recent and valuable improve-
ment in the cover of cotton

fire hose, in which the corru-

gations are entirely filled up
by an inter-woven cord, which
adds greatly to the strength of

the cover and prevents the

rubber lining from corrugat-

ing when under fire pressure.

This makes a wonderful
difference in the stream from
a long line of hose, not only

to the firemen but also to the

pumping apparatus - whether
engine or water works.

It has been established

beyond doubt or question that

corrugated or rough interiois

cause loss of power through
friction. Our hose fabrics

This feature is patented andhaving smooth interiors insure smooth rubber linings,

is confined solely to the Eureka brands of hose.
" Guttaperch " Underwriter Hose is lined with the finest quality thin Para

Rubber linings, made from three calendered sheet with lapped seams, as required

by the latest Underwriter Specifications.

USE MILL HOSE LIST PRICES PAGE 55
For Underwriter Flay Pipes see page 108
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MILL FIRE HOSE
COTTON. RUBBER LINED

Our three standard brands of Cotton Rubber Lined Mill Fire

Hose, illustrated above, will be found to fully meet the various

needs of the trade, and we offer them as the best values the market

affords. They are all of the celebrated " Eureka " circular weave,

insuring uniform strength throughout, and are treated antiseptically

for the prevention of mildew and rot.
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MILL FIRE HOSE—Continued

,,_ - ,, Mill Hose is seamless, circular woven, one-ply cotton
Eureka
TRADEMARK I ^^^ lubbcr lincd, more than equal in strength to a

three-ply rubber hose. It is intended for factories, hotels, ware-

houses, public institutions, etc., and for general fire protection

where a strong, light and durable hose is required.

"Trojan"
TKAliL MARK)

Mill Hose is our standard brand of Cotton Mill Fire

Hose. Though of lighter weight than " Eureka" Mill

Hose, it is very strong, being intended to withstand a pressure

of 300 pounds per square inch on delivery. The most satisfactory

hose on the market at the price.

..p. ,, Mill Hose is a light weight circular woven hose

TRADE MARK dcsigncd to meet the demand for a low-priced hose of

good value. Intended for light mill or warehouse fire protection

service. Will withstand 250 pounds per square inch on delivery.

All the above brands of hose being circular woven are in their

normal condition when under service pressure.

NEW LIST PRICES

FOR COTTON. RUBBER-LINED MILL FIRE HOSE

o

1,'4 inch internal diameter, per ft.

2

2j2
" \^-^

e

r>^.. :??^\§^afjfe*'

1.00

See Telegraph Code page 120
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LINEN FIRE HOSE

"CROWN" UNDERWRITER STANDARD BEST LINEN HOSE
(TRAIlK MAUKi

Is made in accordance with the latest specifications and requirements of "The
Associated Factory Mutual Fire Insurance Companies," and those of the "National

Fire Protection Association," and is accepted and approved by the inspectors of these

companies. The distinguishing trade mark of this hose is a checkered red line

woven in the fabric, as shown in cut.

"Crown " Underwriter Unlined Linen Hose is woven from the finest quality

selected pure linen yarns. The fabric is so closely and tightly woven as to render it

practically water tight, and is guaranteed to fulfil the Underwriters' specifications.

We guarantee it to withstand a pressure of 400 lbs. per square inch on delivery.

"Crown" trade mark used by permission of The Toronto Rubber Co.. Limited.

"VICTOR" RED AND BLUE STRIPE UNLINED LINEN
IllAIiK MAKK

MILL FIRE HOSE
This hose we stock in a good quality at low price, but we neither keep nor offer

the cheapest grades in which linen hose is made, as we consider them unreliable.

LIST PRICES FOR UNLINED LINEN HOSE
1 inch diameter, per ft.

l>4
"

. . $ .20 2 inch diameter, per ft.

, . . .24 2H "

.30 2,'i
"

See Telegraph Code page 120

$ .36

.40

.45
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CHEMICAL ENGINE HOSE
"MALTESE CROSS" AND "LION" BRANDS

This hose is specially made to resist the action of chemical

engine charges. It also combines great strength and pliability

without the tendency to kink.

The " Maltese Cross" brand is without equal for fire depart-

ment service.

LIST PRICES

^-inch, 4-ply, per ft

1

See Telegraph Code page 119 6 "^
. t">£. *

FIRE EXTINGUISHER AND SODA TUBING
RED RUBBER COVER, WHITE RUBBER TUBE

Made extra strong and heavy, and will withstand very great

pressure. Supplied in two weights, viz., "Light" and "Heavy."

^^-inch, inside diameter, per ft $ .23

Vz "
" " " 28

See Telegraph Coae iCloih Ir,sertion Tubing) page 123
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RAILROAD SUPPLIES

We now commence a chapter on rubber supplies of various

kinds for railroads. To no branch of our business have we given

more careful study than to the production of serviceable materials

for railroad work, and we confidently offer our various specialties

listed in the following pages as the very best the market affords.

Special attention is given to the production of goods to rail-

road companies' specifications, and to the originating of special

articles to meet special conditions.

We fully guarantee all our goods against imperfections in either

material or manufacture, and should any fail or give out through

these causes, will replace same with perfect goods.
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AIR BRAKE HOSE
Our "Maltese Cross" Air Brake Hose has a well earned international

reputation as being a most reliable and highly serviceable article. In its manufacture

we employ a specially woven duck and a high grade rubber stock. The greatest care

is taken in its manufacture to provide against mechanical defects.

This hose is made in short lengths as required without additional charge. The

ends are fitted to suit the couplings, and are capped with pure rubber to protect the

duck. These end caps are moulded with beveled inner edges to admit the insertion

of the coupling shanks the more readily, thus preventing chafing or tearing.

We make Air Brake Hose to comply with the specifications of the Master Car

Builders' Association, or to those of individual railroads.

For excellence and uniformity in material, manufacture and finish, our Air

Brake Hose has no rival.

Also supplied in 50 foot sections.

USE STEAM HOSE LIST PRICES PAGE 34

See Telegraph Code page 119
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STEAM CAR HEATING HOSE

We have made a most careful study of hose for car heating

service. The conditions encountered here are in many respects

quite different to ordinary steam hose service, and our aim has

been to produce an article especially suited to the needs.

In this hose we employ a special heavy cotton duck. The tube

is hand made from double calendered stock possessing peculiar

heat resisting qualities. We furnish the hose in short or long

lengths, as required, and with either plain or beveled rubber capped

ends as desired.

For many years we have supplied large quantities of this hose

to all the leading railroads of the country with unvarying satisfac-

tion, and the constantly increasing business with which we are

favored is the best evidence of the merits of our goods.

Each length of our Steam Car Heating Hose is plainly branded,

when £0 ordered, with raised letters and figures, by which the

month and year of application and removal may be recorded.

USE STEAM HOSE LIST PRICES PAGE 34

See Telegraph Code pages 115. 116 ar.d 117
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CORRUGATED TENDER HOSE

For conducting water between locomotive and tender. Made

in any size desired, with spiral wire coil imbedded to prevent

kinking or collapse. Finished with corrugated surface as shown in

cut. Ends prepared or enlarged to suit fittings.

Made for Steam and Water Service, for use in severe climates,

or for Water Service only, as required.

PRICES ON APPLICATION

HAGGIS HOSE

With steel spiral wire coil inside, for railroad suction service.

Supplied in all sizes and of any number of plies desired.

PRICES ON APPLICATION

GAS HOSE

Used in filling tanks under passenger cars equipped with gas-

lighting system. Usually made in 50-foot lengths, and served

with marline or wire if desired.

PRICES ON APPLICATION
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SPECIAL RAILWAY WATER HOSE

For general railway service we make a water hose in all sizes

specially adapted to the conditions encountered, and which we can

supply at moderate cost. We furnish this hose either plain or wire

wound.
FOR LIST PRICES SEE PAGE 30

For Wire Winding see List Prices page 30

See Telegraph Code pages 115, 116. 117 and 118

SPECIAL RAILWAY STEAM HOSE

This hose is intended for general railway steam and hot water

service. It is supplied in 50-feet lengths, but will be made to

order in shorter lengths if desired. It will be found highly satis-

factory for the work for which it is intended, but should not be

confused with the car heating hose described on page 60.

Supplied either Plain or with Marline or Wire Winding, as

desired.
FOR LIST PRICES SEE PAGE 34

k

For Marline Winding add 10 per cent, to net price of hose.

For Wire Winding see List Prices page 35

See Telegraph Code pages 115, 116, 117 and 113

HOT WATER HOSE
"MALTESE CROSS" BRAND

This hose is made from very high grade rubber stocks on

heavy duck and is specially suited to the service required.

Supplied with either white or gray rubber cover, as desired.

FOR LIST PRICES SEE PAGE 30

See Telegraph Code pages 116. 117 and 118

UC
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CAR VESTIBULE DIAPHRAGMS
In addition to the standard Vestibule Passenger Car Diaphragms,

such as are in general use on all Pullman coaches, we also manu-

facture diaphragms to railroad companies' private specifications.

We supply them large or small, light or heavy, and with any

number of sections desired.

VACUUM BRAKE
DIAPHRAGMS

Made from high-grade materials,

specially suited to the requirements. Sup-

plied in all sizes. Prices on application.

be

TANK VALVES
For railroad water-tank service. Sup-

plied in all sizes from our own moulds.

LUBRICATOR WASHERS
Specially designed for this service.

Made from a high grade rubber stock,

with spiral canvas insertion and two-ply canvas wrapped
to order of any dimensions required.

Supplied
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HIGH-PRESSURE SHEET PACKING
** Redstone " Packing has proved in actual test to be superior in

^lKAl.E.MAl;K, lasting properties to any other similar packing on

the market. It will hold and is not easily affected by the highest

steam pressure, and will make an air, steam, hot or cold water joint

equally well. Stocked in rolls 36 inches wide.

"Bluestone" Packing has established an excellent record for

(TRADE MAKK, satlsfactory service. Like "Redstone," it can

be successfully used in thinner sheets than other kinds of packing

with thoroughly satisfactory results, rendering them the most eco-

nomical packings on the market. Stocked in rolls 36 inches wide.

We supply "Redstone" and " Bluestone " packing with iron

or brass wire insertion to order in full roll lots.

LIST PRICES
Plain, per lb. $1.00

Iron wire insertion, per lb 1.10

Brass wire insertion, per lb 1.10

See Telegraph Code page 122
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"BLACKSTONE" HIGH-PRESSURE
SHEET RUBBER PACKING

Oils and Alkalies are particularly hard on most sheet

packings. "Blackstone" is specially compounded to resist them,

and will do so to a greater extent, perhaps, than any other grade.

A particularly valuable feature of it, however, is that in addition

thereto it is one of the very best packings for high pressure Steam,

Air, or Water, and is, therefore, one of the very best sheet pack-

ings made for all purposes.

Made in all the standard thicknesses from :;'_> inch up.

List price, per lb. $1.50

See Telegraph Code page 122

"AURORA" BRAND
1 l: Mil M \KK

RED SHEET RUBBER PACKING
A good grade red rubber sheet packing, second only to "Red-

stone." Designed to meet the needs of certain trade where a

reliable red rubber packing is required at moderate cost.

Supplied in rolls 36 inches wide and any thickness from :}^

inch up.

List price, per lb $L00

^- •, T-'.cri-aph Cede pa.ze 122
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CLOTH INSERTION RUBBER PACKING
Made in several qualities in rolls 36 inches wide, and in three

ways, viz.,
*' Plain"—Rubber outside with cloth insertion.

"C. O. S."—Cloth on one side.

"C. B. S."—Cloth on both sides.

THICKNESS
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PLUMBAGO SHEET PACKING

SELF-VULCANIZING

Will vulcanize when in place and make a perfect joint.

Specially adapted for use on uneven surfaces. Two or more thick-

nesses can be put together, and under heat or pressure become as

one piece. Kept in stock in sheets y ,y and g^ of an inch thick, other

sizes made to order on short notice.

LIST PRICES

Plain per lb., $ .70

Wire Insertion per lb., .80

DIRECTIONS FOR USING PLUMBAGO PACKING.

Place the packing in position and screw up the nuts tight

ivhfle cold. Let the steam on enough to warm the packing, which,

being unvulcanized, will soften when steam is first applied to it.

Follow up the joint carefully until there is no escape of steam, and

the packing has become hard and fitted to the joint. Cut bolt

holes a little less in diameter than the size of bolts. Cut the inside

hole i inch larger all round.

Plumbago Gaskets—see page 73

See Telegraph Code page 122

-^
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PISTON ROD PACKINGS
Cut

Numbers

205 Square Duck, Plain
Made in 12-foot lengths and in all sizes from '4 -inch

upwards.

List price, per pound $ .85

206 Square Duck, Rubber Back
Made in 12-foot lengths and in all sizes from /4.-inch

upwards.

List price, per pound $1.00

207 "Hydraulic" or "Elevator" Packing
Made of fine duck and white rubber, very firm, just the

thing for packing hydraulic elevators. Supplied in 12-foot

lengths, all sizes.

List price, per pound $1.25

208 Round Duck Piston Packing rubber core'

Made of 12-foot lengths and in all sizes from ,^4. -inch

upwards

List price, per pound $ .85

209 "Victoria" Round Piston Packing
iTUAlil. MAKI.

Made of loosely woven duck and a round self-vulcanizing

core. Very flexible and highly satisfactory. Supplied in

12-foot lengths, all sizes.

List price, per pound $1.00

210 Pure Gum Round Cord
Kept in stock in 12-foot lengths of a medium quality.

Special qualities made to order.

LIST PRICES

J4:-inch, . per lb., $2.00 f^-inch, • per lb., $1.60

ys-
"

. " 1.75 Js- "
. " 1.60

}4-
"

. " 1.65 1- " " 1.50

5-8- "
. " 1.65 Larger sizes, " 1.50

211 Pure Gum Square Packing
Made in 12-foot lengths and in all sizes. Per pound, $1 .50

See Te'errjph Code pCfie 122
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"SUN" BRAND
PISTON ROD
PACKING

212-"Sun" Spiral
Piston Packing

is made in the form of a continuous

coil and is shaped to the rod and box,

thus avoiding the trouble of bending
to make it fit its place. It is made of

hiph grade material throughout, is

thoroughly lubricated and very flexible.

Carried in stock in all sizes from

•^"ir. in. to 1 in. Larger sizes made to

order on short notice.

Each box contains one coil of

about 12 ft. We furnish full boxes

only.

Per lb. .... $1.20

213— 'Sun" Elastic
Ring Packing

Made to order on short notice.

Per lb $1.20

214—"Sun" Sectional
Ring Packing

Made to order en short notice.

Per lb. .... $1.20

How to Order Ring Packing

Give exact diameter of Piston,

Valve or Cut-off Rod to be packed,

also diameter and depth of Stuffing

Box. State number of rings wanted,

and whether "Sectional" or "Elastic"

Rings are preferred. Packed for

shipment in suitable boxes to keep

them free from dirt or grit.

Directions for use acconnpany each

shipment.

See Telegraph Code page 122
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Once Tried, Always Used

"BLUVIC" SPIRAL PISTON PACKING
rr.AiiK .MAi;Ki

This packing consists of a solid core of our celebrated "Blue-

Stone" Packing Compound, surrounded by layers of soft,

loosely woven duck, the outside being thoroughly lubricated with a

special grade of selected plumbago, absolutely free from grit or

acid.

"Bluvic" Packing is soft, elastic and durable. It will with-

stand the heat of high pressure steam, and combines all the desir-

able features of a first-class piston and valve-rod packing.

Made in all sizes from ^4 inch up, and put up in boxes in coils

made from 12 foot lengths.

List price, per lb. $1.20

MANUFACTURED EXCLUSIVELY BY

THE GUTTA PERCHA & RUBBER MFG. CO.

OF TORONTO, LIMITED

See Tele.ei'aph Code pa.^e 122
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"REDSTONE" PNEUMATIC GASKET
Made from our celebrated "Redstone" High Pressure Packing

Compound. It will not harden readily under the highest steam
pressure and may be taken out and repeatedly replaced. Gaskets
can be made any size desired in less time than by any other method
and without any waste whatever.

DIRECTIONS FOR USE
Lay the Gasket Tube around the man or hand-hole plate about '4 inch from the

inside shoulder and cut the ends off square, so they will go around the plate and
meet nicely. Insert the lead bar half way in each end. butting the ends together,

and wrap the seam spirally with the gummed tape. Make the joint as usual. It is

not necessary to screw up the plate as hard as with the old-style gasket, as the "Red-
stone" Pneumatic Gasket will flatten and conform perfectly to any seat, no matter

how rough it may be.

Made in all sizes from ji inch to 1 inch, and supplied in paper
boxes usually containing about 5 or 6 pounds each.

List price, per lb., $1.20

/i and fg-inch for Pipe Unions, ^s-inch for Hand-Hole Plates.

5 8 and -^'4 -inch for Man-Hole Plates.

^4 and 1-inch for extra large Man-Hole Plates.

"BLUESTONE"
PNEUMATIC GASKET

Made from our "Bluestone"
High Pressure Packing Com-
pound. To order only.

List price, per lb., • • $1.20

See Telegfaph Code page 125
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GASKETS AND RINGS
We make gaskets and rings to order for any purpose on short

notice. Where gaskets are of irregular shape or are required with

holes in rim, templets or heavy paper patterns should accompany

orders to prevent mistakes.

CLOTH INSERTION GASKETS

Supplied either with plain rubber surface or cloth on one or

both sides, as desired.

tV inch thick or less, per lb $1.25

-jV inch thick and upwards, per lb 1.00

FIBROUS GASKETS
/-i inch thick or less, per lb. $ .90

-^ inch thick and upwards, per lb 80

PURE GUM GASKETS OR RINGS

Any size and thickness, per lb . $1.50

"REDSTONE" FLAT RIM GASKETS
Any size and thickness, per lb $1.50

PLUMBAGO GASKETS

iV inch thick and upwards, per lb. $1.00

See ""/',- -r --^ Code page 125
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RUBBER TUBING
Pure white, corrugated or smooth surface, with light, heavj''

and extra heavy walls.

LIST PRICES

Internal Diameter
I

Internal Diameter.

yi inch, per foot, $ .08 ' ^4 inch, per foot,

%o " '

12
I H "

'A

3/^

.16 , I

.18 1

.20

$ .25

.30

.35

.45

CLOTH INSERTION TUBING
With white or red rubber cover. Used for various purposes,

largely by bottlers and on beer pumps.

LIST PRICES

Internal Diameter..

X inch, per foot,

y%
"

$ .18

.20

Internal Diameter.

^ inch, per foot . $ .33

H " " 38

.23 1 .50

Fire Extinguisher and Soda Tubing, see page 57.

See Telegraph Code page 123
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RUBBER DRAUGHT TUBING
For rendering door and window casings, etc., wind and dust-

proof. Made of a fine white tubing stock, with double frictioned

cotton flange. Pneumatic in principle, it is the most effective

weather strip made.

Put up in strong cardboard boxes containing 100 feet each.

LIST PRICES

ys inch, per foot $ .07

tV " ' .09

X " " .10

1^ " " .12

^ " " .14

See Teksycph Code pa^e 123

PERAMBULATOR
TIRE TUBING

We manufacture laige quantities of

this miaterial for makers of children's

vehicles, producing a very reliable article

at moderate cost.

§^-^

^^^f^:
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DREDGE SLEEVES
Are used as flexible connections between sections of iron pipe forming a line

between the dredge and the point of discharge for conveying the material pumped.
Our dredge sleeves are made with a strong tough rubber inner lining, to resist

the abrasive action encountered in this service. We make them of any required

strength and in any size and length desired.

See Telegraph Code pages 116 and 117
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MOULDED RUBBER GOODS

It would be practically impossible to catalogue the entire list

of moulded rubber articles we manufacture in thousands of shapes

and sizes, and for almost as many purposes. In the following

pages we illustrate and list a few of the standard lines of moulded

goods we make for various trades.

Our facilities for manufacture in this line are very extensive

and complete. Our large Press Room is full of the latest appliances,

and a constantly increasing demand for our goods attests the satis-

faction our products give.

We make a specialty of the manufacture of proprietary articles

from customers' private moulds and are glad to give any assistance

v.-e can in the preparation of suitable moulds for the purpose

intended. We will also, if desired, have the moulds made to

customer's order, charging same at lowest possible prices consistent

with good workmanship.

In the accompanying illustration we show a cut of a hydraulic

press with hollow steam heated plates such as is used to heavily

compress and cure moulded rubber goods. After the mould has

been carefully filled with rubber it is placed

between these press plates which are then

brought together under great hydraulic pres-

sure and are heated by steam, bringing the

temperature in the mould to the desired point

and maintaining it for a sufficient time to

effect proper vulcanization. The mould is

then removed and emptied

We solicit correspondence from those

desiring special rubber goods made to order,

and are confident we can give entire satis-

faction.
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RUBBER PUMP VALVES

We have given this branch of our business most careful study,

and by compounding specially for the varied uses to which valves

are put, are able to furnish valves properly adapted for the work

intended.

If intending purchasers, who are not familiar with our valves,

will furnish full information regarding the service required, it will

enable us to suggest a suitable stock and may save themselves

much trouble and expense. A great deal depends upon the selec-

tion of a stock adapted to the particular purpose.

When ordering state :

1st. Dimensions.

2d. Size of hole (if any).

3d. Thickness.

4th. Round or square, if size admits of any doubt.

5th. For use in hot or cold water.

6th. Soft or medium or hard.

7th. Quote our compound number if possible (see next page).

RUBBER VALVE GUM
All Valve Compounds described on following page can be

supplied upon order in sheets of almost any width, length and

thickness. Usual size of sheets, 36 in. x 72 in.

See Telegraph Code page 125
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VALVE STOCKS
Stock
Number Description

8 Gray. For cold water. Medium texture. Moderate cost.

May be used for hot water in low temperatures. Excellent

for ordinary pump work where pounding is not too severe.

9 Gray. For hot or cold water. Soft and flexible. Excellent

for foot valves, air pumps, etc

1 1 Red. Soft antimony marine valve, for hot or cold water.

One of the finest compounds known for soft valves in danger

of oil contact, for condensers and marine work.

440 Black. Made in Medium, Hard or Very Hard.
In ordering state which texture is required. For hot or

cold water pumps, especially where toughness is needed to

stand heavy pounding. For straight lift, not to bend.

44 1 Gray. The richest, softest and best valve that can be made

for cold or hot water, where a lively soft valve is wanted.

492 Red. The finest and softest antimony valve made for work

similar to that for which No. 441 is intended.

605 Gray. For cold or hot water. Softer than No. 8, but

harder than No. 9. Rich and tough. Suitable for straight

lift or cup guard.

606 Gray. For cold or hot water. Slightly harder than No. 8,

very tough. For heavy work where flexible valve is needed.

620 Gray. For hot or cold water. Very rich, soft and tough.

For foot valves, air pumps, etc.

874 Gray. For cold water. Hard valve for heavy pounding.

Not to bend. Moderate cost.

875 Black. For hot water. Extra hard pump valve for heavy

work and hard pounding. Harder than No. 440 V. H.

900 Red. High-grade marine valve for hot or cold water

service. Slightly softer than No. 11.

PRICES ON APPLICATION

See Telegraph Coae page 125
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RUBBER SPRINGS
We make rubber springs for all purposes, of

any shape or size required, in a variety of qual-

ities and textures of stock suited to the require-

ments.

The following is a description of some of

our Standard Spring Stocks :

No. 10—A soft resilient stock of medium qual-

ity at moderate cost.

No. 96—A firm gray stock, suitable for hard

pounding.

No. 97—Highest grade heavy car spring stock,

very tough and strong.

No. 409—A low-priced firm spring or buffer

stock.

No. 4 1 2—A high-grade heavy car spring stock,

tough and very resilient in heavy work. A
splendid stock for Bradley Hammer Springs.

No. 415—A standard medium-priced s'ock for

ordinary spring purposes. Medium soft.

No. 490 - A firm, strong stock for general

purposes, at moderate cost.

No. 3 1 8 — Medium soft spring or buffer stock,

at moderate cost.

PRICES ON APPLICATION

WAGON SPRINGS

Height

4 inches

V4 "

Thickness

2 inches

Length

8's inches

7-V
7

List price, per lb $ .35

5ft: Jc'egraph Code page 125
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Other sizes and shapes made to order.

PULLEY OR SHEAVE FILLING

Made from a firm tough stock specially suited for this work.

We have moulds for the shapes and sizes outlined above. Cuts

show exact sizes and shapes. Made in lengths of about 2 feet.

List price, per lb. $1.00
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PLUMBERS' SUPPLIES

216—CUP CONNECTIONS

\]i in., per doz., . .

1'2 " "

9

$5.00

6.50

9.00

217—CONICAL CONNECTIONS
i;+ in., per doz., .... $3.00

1>2 " " .... 3.60

2 " " .... 4.80

218—ELBOW CONNECTIONS

\]i in., per doz., .... $9.00

219—SPUD CONNECTIONS

lU' in., per 100 $6.50

V-z " " .... 8.50

2 " " .... 10.00

220-FEATHER EDGE WASHERS
l}i in., per 100 $9.50

I'A " " . . • . 10.50

£23

Handles, per doz., • • 3.00

See Telegraph Code page 123

221—FLOOR FLANGES
Pat., No. 1, per doz.,

" " 2.
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RUBBER WASHERS AND RINGS
GARDEN AND WATER HOSE WASHERS

Sizes ^4 inch to 2,'4 inch, per lb SI. 50

FIRE AND SUCTION HOSE WASHERS
Sizes 2*2 inch and larger, per lb $3.00

GAUGE GLASS WASHERS
Square wall, all sizes, per lb. ... $2.50
Round wall. '2 inch, ^s inch and V inch, per lb 2.50

OIL WELL WASHERS
Made to order in any size and quality.

FRUIT JAR RINGS
Pints, per gross $1.20 Quarts, per gross $1.40

See Telegraph Code page 125

Special washers or packing rings of large or small sizes made to order in any
;rade of stock.
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BARREL WASHING
MACHINE RINGS

"AJAX" BRAND
223

For Brewers' use.

Moulded from a high-
grade tough stock. Extra
strong reinforced centres.

BALLING MACHINE
RINGS
224

For balling machines in

binder twine factories.

MOULDED TRUCK
WHEEL TIRES

225
We have moulds for a

number of standard sizes. We
also supply tires from custom-

ers' private moulds.

BAND SAW BANDS
226

Made to order, endless,

from high-grade stock to fit

any size of wheel.

225

Uc
84
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227—GRAIN DRILL TUBES
Supplied on contract to manu-

facturers in any size, weight or quality.

In ordering specify diameters at

both ends and total length.

228—LINOTYPE KEYBOARD
ROLL COVERS

"Radium" brand slip roll covers are
(TK.uiE MAUK,

jjjg j^Qgj successful made
for this purpose.

Price each . . . $2.00

229-WRINGER ROLLS

Highest grade only.

Per lb $ .75

230—RUBBER MALLETS
For furniture factories, etc. !%

lb. heads.

Per doz. .... $24.00

231—PULP SCREEN DIA-
PHRAGMS

For pulp and paper mills. Any
size, shape, thickness and quality.

See Telegraph Code pages 116 and 117
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"MALTESE CROSS" INTERLOCKING RUBBER TILING
Is made of a special composition of rubber vulcanized to a certain degree of

firmness, just sufficient to give slightly to the pressure of the foot, and which lessens

the vi^ear that takes place on the hard unyielding surface of a mosaic floor. It makes
a quiet, restful floor, comfortable to the feet, and exceedingly durable, showing
practically no signs of wear after years of severe service.

It is made in eight different colors, viz. : black, white, blue, red, buff, green,

slate and chocolate, of soft and pleasing tones, harmonizing well with any surround-
ings. Made in two (interlocking) shapes, illustrated below, it affords almost un-
limited design and color combination. It is noiseless, non-slippery, beautiful in

appearance and thoroughly sanitary, being water and germ proof.

The interlocking feature unites the tiles into a smooth, connected sheet of rubber
unlimited in area, and permitting the removal of individual tiles for replacement
without disturbing any others. Repairs may also be made to the wooden flooring or

to appliances beneath it, such as plumbing or electric wires, by removing any portion

of the tiling necessary without entailing any damage or dirtying the premises.

^
^

[

I

V

.^

Male Tile P'emale Tile

See Telegraph Code page 123
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"Maltese Cross" Inter-

locking Rubber Tiling is a per-

fect flooring for public build-

ings, banks, business offices,

vaults, court rooms, theatres,

smoking rooms, cafes, hotels,

hospitals, churches, libraries,

bath rooms, vestibules, halls,

railroad and street cars, etc.

For the decks and rooms
of Steamships and yachts, :^:~--'

" Maltese Cross " Rubber Til- "^-"".^^f

'

ing is unequalled. It stands

the constant racking and straining without breaking or separating,

and its water-proof, weather-proof and non-slippery features render

it absolutely unequalled for this service.

For bath room floors this tiling is specially desirable, not being

nearly so cold as linoleum or mosaic tile. Combinations of tiles in

white and green and white and blue are the most popular, and very

pleasing and harmonious effects can be secured in the almost limit-

less designs available.

For passenger elevator floors it is unequalled. Constant jarring

and wrenching do not affect it, and it stands the continual heavy

wear better than any ^^___
other flooring obtain-

able.

Handsome illus-

trated catalogue show-

ing colored designs
will be mailed on ap-

plication. We solicit

correspondence and

inquiry from those in-

terested, and will be

pleased to prepare
special plates showing

designs and color com-

binations suitable for

the space to be covered.
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PERFORATED RUBBER MATS
To the manufacture of perforated rubber mats we give special

attention and our designers are skilled in the production of effective

patterns suited to the shape and size of the space to be covered.

We make these mats in three qualities which we know as our

"Maltese Cross". "Crescent" and "Lion" brands, and furnish

them of almost any size, thickness and shape desired.

The large mat illustrated above was made of our "Maltese

Cross" quality in four sections and weighed upwards of 400 lbs.

When ordering a perforated mat the safest plan is to send a

pattern cut from heavy paper indicating the exact size and shape

required. This pattern should be marked, showing wnich is the

top or upper side, and indicating position of letters if any.

In the making of perforated mats we endeavor to select

designs best suited to the general character, sizes and shapes

ordered, but where practicable will conform to the wishes of our

customers in the use of the particular designs requested.

List price, per lb. $1.25

See Telegraph Code page 124
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MISCELLANEOUS
RUBBER MATS

232—CUSPIDOR MATS
18 X 18 inches.

Per doz $12.00

233-PITCHER MATS
Diamond Pattern.

10/4 inches, octagon.

Per doz $10.50

234—COIN MATS. No. 1

9:^4 inches.

Per doz , $9.00

235—COIN MATS, No. 2

8 inches.

Per doz. $4.00

236—TUMBLER MATS
5 inches.

Per doz. $2.00

See Telegraph Code page 124
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RUBBER STAIR TREADS
MOULDED

Made from a durable rubber stock in

three standard patterns. A great protec-

tion to stair steps and safeguard against

accident.

LIST PRICES
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RUBBER MATTING
" Corrugated " and " Dot " or " Hemisphere " Rubber Matting is extensively

used in the hallways of Public Buildings, Hotels and Theatres, also on Stair Steps

and in Carriage Bottoms. On account of its noiseless, non-slippery, waterproof

and lasting qualities it is especially suited to this service.

We carry the Corrugated Rubber Matting in stock in rolls 36 inches wide, but

can supply it to order in quantities in any width up to 54 inches.

Dot pattern Rubber Matting we supply to order only in widths up to 36 inches.

LIST PRICE, per lb., Corrugated or Dot ... . $ .50

See Telesraph Code page 124
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HOCKEY PUCKS

While the game of Lacrosse is generally known as Canada's

national summer game, Hockey may well be called our national

winter game, for in no other country is the sport so enthu-

siastically followed as in Canada.

We make Hockey Pucks in two sizes which we know as

"Regulation" and "Juvenile" and in various qualities to suit

the requirements of the trade,

LIST PRICES

"Regulation" size per gross, $40.00

"Juvenile" "
"

20.00
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SOLID RUBBER VEHICLE TIRES
Rubber Tires for Vehicles of all kinds are now generally

recognized to be indispensable to comfort. At first they were
regarded as a luxury and by many as a " fad ;

'

' now they are

almost a necessity.

We were the pioneers in the manufacture of rubber vehicle

tires in Canada, and are the largest and most successful makers in

the Dominion. We make two general styles, illustrated below, viz.,

"Solid Rubber" and "Round Cushion," and are equipped to

manufacture both styles in continuous as well as the standard short

lengths. Ever since its introduction we have been the Exclusive

Canadian Manufacturers of the celebrated "Kelly Springfield"

Solid Rubber Vehicle Tires.

J
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" KELLY-SPRINGFIELD "

ENDLESS TIRES FOR MOTOR VEHICLES

These tires are moulded endless from the highest grade rubber

stock, possessing great wear-resisting properties, and are specially-

designed for use on heavy cars and trucks. They are exceedingly

strong and will stand a lot of rough usage, giving plenty of resiliency.

They are of unique construction. "V" shaped, endless steel

rings imbedded in the rubber near the wheel band cause the tire to

hug the wheel with unstretchable contact, rendering creeping impos-

sible. To this is added the bolted flange on either side, the whole

forming a solid unit of efficiency.

STRONG—RESILIENT—SECURE—DURABLE

U
, W V
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"FISK"
DETACHABLE AUTOMOBILE TIRES

The principle upon which the Fisk Mechanically Fastened

Tire is constructed involves a technique so simple that it readily

appeals to a discriminating purchaser.

It is clamped and bolted on a flat rim from which the tire

can be slipped off like a belt from a pulley. On these flat rims

the tire is firmly and securely clamped by a common-sense

application of bolt, nut and wedge: eight bolts, eight nuts and

two wedges (which here take the form of steel rings).

The beads of the tire cover are wedge-shaped and the rings

are rolled to a corresponding shape; these rings when applied

are drawn down by the clamping bolts, rendering the tire

absolutely immovable. There is no possibility of "rolling" or

"creeping" on the rim. The Fisk Tire absolutely cannot fly

off whether inflated or not : it can come off only when taken off.

Nearly every motor tire on the market has a large part of

the air chamber buried in the rim, where it is of no service

whatever. The fundamental principle in equipping an automobile

with pneumatic tires is to carry the load on air. A large cushion

(air chamber) is essential to comfort. With the Fisk Tire all the

air space is above the rim, where it should be, as an air cushion.

With the Fisk Tire the inner tube cannot be pinched, for it is

stowed and rests in a pocket, as it were, completely surrounded by
the outer case. It is the simplest, safest and best automobile tire made.
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Fisk Automobile Tires are made in two types as illustrated

above viz : "Moulded" and "Heavy Car" types.

The "Moulded" type is constructed on the principles in

general practice and is cured in a mould. The "Heavy Car"
type is formed with an extra tread of exceedingly tough rubber

over layers of specially strong fabric which tend to prevent

puncture and to break the force of blows encountered.

The "Fisk" Tire is the simplest automobile tire made in

the method of attachment. A wrench, which is always present

in an automobile, is the only tool needed to remove or attach

it. No mechanical ability whatever is necessary as it is impos-

sible to wrongly assemble the tire, all parts being interchangeable.

FISK TIRES ARE
1st. Tires that cannot come off from any mishap, whether inflated or deflated.

2d. Tires that may be removed by a few minutes' work, or be repaired "on
the road " without waste of time, money, or energy, or compelling the purchase of

a new tire.

3d. Tires whose inner tubes cannot be pinched.

4th. Tires that cannot be torn from the rim by the terrific side roll that is so

destructive.

5;h. Tires that cannot work around the rim or in any way injure the valve or

inner tube.

In fact, tires that give satisfaction and are not a travesty on the word.
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OFFICER'S OFFICER'S S. & R. FIREMAN'S

RUBBER SURFACED CLOTHING
LIST PRICES

Boys' Officers' Coats, on sheeting $2.40
Men's " " " " 2.60
Men's " " " drill, snaps and rings 4.00
Firemen's Coats, fly fronts, snaps and rings,

double coated on sheeting 5.00
" drill 5.50
" duck 6.00

Above prices on Men's and Firemen's Coats are for sizes 1 to

7 only. Extra charge for each size larger than No. 7, 50 cents

per coat.

For coats of longer lengths than standard, extra charge up to

6 inches extra length, $1.00 per coat.

SIZES OF BOYS' COATS
SIZES
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MEN'S WASHING
APRONS

DOUBLE COATED ON DRILL

Light, per doz $27.00

Medium. " 30.00

Heavy, " 36.00

ARMY AND PONCHO
BLANKETS

Made on sheeting with strapped edges

and reinforced corners, with grommets.

Just the thing for campers' use. --—

Army blankets, 45 x 72 inches, each, $2.00

45x66 " " 1.80

Poncho, " 45 X 72 " " 2.50

HOSPITAL BED SHEETS
" EMPIRE " BRAND

Double coated on sheeting with smooth varnished surface.

Reinforced edges and corners with grommets for tying down. The

most serviceable and durable bed or camp sheets made.

45 X 72 inches, each, $3.00

Special sizes made to order.

TARPAULINS AND WAGON COVERS
Single Coated Double Coated

Sheeting, per square foot, $ -12 $ .15

Drill,
" " .15 .19

Duck,
" " .17 .20

ORGAN BELLOWS CLOTH
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RUBBER HEELS
"MALTESE CROSS" AND "LION" BRANDS

The rapid and steady increase in our business in this line is

sufficient proof of the excellence of the goods we are making.

With practically no advertising our " Maltese Cross " and " Lion
"

Heels have on their ov/n merits established a wide reputation for

reliability and general satisfaction.

Our "Maltese Cross" Heel is the highest grade heel on the

market. It is jet black through and through, rendering it less

objectionable in appearance than the gray heels so generally in use.

It is of handsome design, and we believe well worthy the name
" Black Beauty."

Our " Lion " Heels are made of a gray rubber stock possess-

ing good wear-resisting qualities, and is excellent value as a medium

priced heel. We make no attempt to compete in price with the

many low-grade heels on the market, preferring to sell reliable

goods only.

LIST PRICES

Men's Heels, per doz. pairs $3.00

Women's Heels, per doz. pairs 2.25

1Q2
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RUBBER FOOTWEAR
"MALTESE CROSS" AND "LION" BRANDS

Although more or less out of place in a

catalogue of mechanical goods, our Shoe

Department is so important a branch of our

business and its products are in such wide

demand, both in Canada and abroad, that a

brief mention of it

should be made.

We make over 400

separate and distinct

styles, which are the

result of a careful

study of the general

public's ordinary or

special requirements.

This in itself shows the extent to which
" Maltese Cross" Rubbers are used.

There are the Lumberman's "Snag-
proof," strong above all things and reinforced at every point; the

high Hip Boots for Fishermen, Firemen, etc. ; Snow Excluders for

both men and women ; the old reliable Arctics in various styles ;

Short Boots of all sorts; women's Gaiters, dainty but strong;

Stocking Overs, etc.

Where lightness and style are required, we have the Rain

Slippers in a number of patterns : the different kinds of Plain

Overs ; the Self-acting Rubbers and Clogs ; the skeleton Foot-

holds, and various rubbers of special lightness. In a class by
themselves are the shoes for lacrosse, tennis and other athletic sports.

We claim for the "Maltese Cross" brand that no better rubber

shoe can be made anywhere. They are "famous for fit." A
" Maltese Cross " rubber is made for every shape, size and width of

men's, women's, youths', boys', misses' and children's leather shoes.
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HOSE COUPLINGS AND FITTINGS

174—GARDEN HOSE SHANK COUPLINGS
K' inch, hose thread .... Per doz.. $2.40 '4 inch, hose thread .... Per doz., $2.40

174A—WATER HOSE SHANK COUPLINGS
1 inch iron pipe thread . Per doz., $4.40

IM . .
'• 10.00

I'A "
. . " 14.00

2 inch iron pipe thread Per doz., $24.00
2A . " 48.00

28—SUCTION HOSE SHANK COUPLINGS
3 inch, thread to order • Per doz., $76.00 5 inch, thread to order . . Per doz., $250.00

3'A ' 120.00 5': . . '• 300.00
4 . .

" 150.(0 6 . . 350.00
A'A ' • • " 200.00 8 '• " . . " 504.00

175—STEAM HOSE SHANK COUPLINGS
]A inch, iron pipe thread Per doz., $4 SO

% . . •' 4.80

1 . . ' 9.10

V{ inch, iron pipe thread Per doz., $15.00
13i

'
24.00

2 . " 39.00

27—EXPANSION RING COUPLINGS—WITH RINGS
1 inch
IM "

I'A "

2
254 "
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FLEXIBLE RUBBER PLAY PIPES

"MALTESE CROSS" BRAND

Rubber play pipes have already largely displaced the heavy

brass service pipes in the best equipped fire departments. Their

many advantages over the old style brass pipes are too weW known

to make it necessary to mention them here.

We make a specialty of rubber play pipes and claim our

"Maltese Cross" carbolized flexible rubber play pipes to be the

very best on the market. They combine the greatest strength and

durability with the fullest degree of flexibility and lightness. The

materials employed in their manufacture are not only the very best

in quality, but are also treated by our patent carbolizing process to

prevent mildew and rot. They will not grow hard in service. They

outlast all others.

Supplied complete with brass and leather fittings as shown in

cut. Butt fittings cut with any 2' _ inch thread.

PRICES

Nos. 1 and 3 $20.00

No. 2, with handles as shown in cut or with long leather

loop handles on butt if preferred 20.00

No. 4 18.00

No. 6 22.00

No. 7 22.00

Rubber tube without fittings for any style
'

' Maltese Cross
'

'

play pipe specify style wanted ) 12.00

BRASS SERVICE PIPES

No. 13, size 2,'j in. Length 30 in. With or without brass swivel

handles. Screw tip.

Regular, each $10.00

Heavy. " 12.00
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HOSE SPANNERS, BANDS, PLIERS
AND MENDERS

46—TABER'S HOSE SPANNERS
Malleable iron, galvanized, per dozen .... $6.75

239-HOSE COUPLING BOLT BANDS
Cold pressed steel, galvanized.

FOR WATER HOSE

242;:: >*

239

240

Size Hose
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SWINGING HOSE HANGERS
The handiest, strongest and best device made

for holding Mill Fire Hose when not in use. Sup-

plied either with wall bracket or pipe clamps to attach

to stand pipes.

Made in three sizes and finished in aluminous

bronze.

PRICE LIST
No. 1, for lj'2 inch and smaller size hose . . $3.60

No. 2, for 2 inch hose 3.60

No. 3, for 214 inch hose 4.00

If wanted with pipe clamps, state size of stand

pipes

.

^

SWINGING HOSE RACKS
Size and Kind

No. 0, for iy2 or 2 in.

No. 00, for 2S in.,

or 2 in,

unlined

1, for 1

2, for 2>^ in.,

3, for 1^2 or 2 in. "

or 2'2 in., rubber lined

4, for 2', in.,

or 2 '2 in., unlined

5, for 1,!^ or 2 in., rubber lined 100

6, for 2

Capacity
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See table on page 113.

length ~^^ area of two ends.
Divide the area by .7854, and

MENSURATION OF SURFACES AND VOLUMES
Area of triangle = base /^ perpendicular height.

Circumference of circle ^ diameter 3.1416. See table on page 113.

Area of circle = square of diameter • .7854.

Area of surface of cylinder = circumference

To find diameter of circle having given area :

extract the square root.

To find the volume of cylinder : Multiply the area of the section in square

inches by the length in inches = the volume in cubic inches. Cubic inches divided

by 1728 = volume in cubic feet.

Surface of a sphere = square of diameter 3.1416.

Solidity of a sphere = cube of diameter .5236.

Area of the base of a pyramid or cone, whether round, square or triangular,

multiplied by one-third of its height = the solidity.

WROUGHT IRON WELDED STEAM. GAS AND WATER PIPE
TABLE OF STANDARD DIMENSIONS

Diameters
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AREAS AND CIRCUMFERENCES OF CIRCLES
IN INCHES FROM Kiith TO 25

Diameter
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TELEGRAPH CODE
>6tg°NOTE—For words commencing with letters Ba, Ca, Da, Fa, Ga, Ha, Ja, Ka, La,

Ma, Pa and Ra see also page 127.

Bedouin

Beduck
Behead
Belgian
Belial
Bemoan
Benison
Benzoin
Besought
Beware
Bewitch

(See

Cornucopia
Cornuto
Corollary
Corollate

Corolline

Coronach
Coronoid
Corozo

Corporate
Corsair
Corsned
Corundum
Costume
Cowslip
Coxcomb
Coyote

(See

Famine
Famish
Famous
Fan

BELT
Rubber Belting—see page 118

Thresher Belts

Grain Elevator Belting—see

page 118

Special Conveyor Belting—see

page 118

Emery and Sand Belts

Stitched Rubber Belting

Dynamo & High Speed Belting

Friction Cover Belting

Stitched Canvas Belting

What kind of belting required

What brand
What width
What ply

What length

also pages 116, 117 and 118)

HOSE
Air Brake Hose—see page 119

Air Drill Hose—see page 118

Brewers' Hose—see page 118

Chemical Engine Hose — see

page 119

Divers' Hose
Fire Hose— see page 120

Garden Hose
Oil Hose
Pneumatic Tool Hose — see

page 119

Sand Blast Hose
Steam Hose—see page 118

Steam Car-Heating Hose
Suction Hose—see page 121

Vinegar Hose
Water Hose—see page 118

What kind of hose required
What brand
What size

What ply

What quantity
"

Marline Wound Hose
Wire Wound Hose
Woven Cotton Covered Hose

also pages 116 to 121 j

RAILWAY
Grand Trunk
Grand Trunk Pacific

Canadian Pacific

Canadian Pacific Lake and
Rail

Fantastic Grand Trunk and Intercolonial

Fandango Intercolonial

Fanfare Canadian Northern
Fatimite Canadian Northern Lake and

Rail

SHIP
Forehead Ship as soon as possible
Foreland Ship so as to be here before
Foremast How soon can you ship
Forensic Expect to ship

Forest Now ready for shipment
Forsake Have you shipped
Forswear Have shipped
Fortress Will be shipped
Fossil Will send shipping instruc-

tions later

Founder We are awaiting shipping in-

structions

Fountain We are shipping to-day
Fourgon Could ship about
Foveate Shall we ship

Fovilla Can ship

Foyer Can ship at once
Fracas Ship by freight

Fraction Ship by express

Fragile Was shipped by freight

Fragment Was shipped by express

EXPRESS
Chicory Express to me (us)

Chieftain Express direct to

Chime Send by first express
China Send by Dominion Express
Chinese Send by Canadian Express

(See also under heading " Ship "

)

Encage
Encamp
Enchant
Encrust
Entail

Extinct
Extine
Extrude

ORDER
Our order

Your order

Repeat order

Have received order
After receipt of order

QUOTE
Quote best price on
Wire quotation on
We quote

See examples in use of code on pages 118, 119 and 127
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SIZES AND PLIES
FOR BELTING, HOSE, ETC.

1

ly*

VA
IH
2
2U
2'A

2%
3
3M
4
454
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
28
19
20
22
24
26
28
30
32
34
36
38
40
42
44
46
48
50
52
54
56
58
60
62
64
66
68.
70
72

1

6-PLY
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OF TORONTO

Ladrone=RUBBER FIRE HOSE

BRAND

I

Maltese Cross

'

' Crescent"
' Beaver "

No Size
Specified

2-INCH
Lagoon

2H-INCH
Lambert

Lection Ledgy Legion
Libra Ligneous jLimn
Locker Logger Loon

3-INCH
Lascar

Leper
Ling
Loretto

3^-INCH
Leafy

Liana
Loadstone
Lubber

Luddite=
f COTTON RUBBER LINED
1 FIRE HOSE

BRAND
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& RUBBER MFG.
LIMITED

CO.

4
Penultima=PLAIN SPIRAL
Fenumbra=On Steel Wire. Pe

No Brand i "Maltese Cross"
Specified Pew

SUCTION HOSE

1

VA
VA
VA
2
2V.
2]4
3
3H
4

5

6
6'A
7
7^
8
9
10
12

nu rious=On Bras

1

"Lion"
I Phonal

Wire.

Penwiper
Peon
Peonage
Peonism
Peopler
Pepastic
Peperine
Peplis
Peptic
Peptogen
Peptone
Peptonize
Peptonoid
Peract
Peracute
Peragrate
Percale
Percheron
Percursory
Petunia
Petvvorth
Petzite

Peytrel
Petzizoid
Phacoid
Phacops
Phaeton
Phalanger
Phallic
Phallism
Phallus
Phane
Phanerite
Phantasmal
Phantastic
Phantasy
Phantom
Pharaoh
Pharisaic
Pharmacist
Pharmacon
Pharmacy
Phasma
Phasmid

Phonation
Phonetism
Phonetize
Phonic
Phonogram
Phonograph
Phonolite
Phonology
Pnonometer
Phonoscope
Phonotype
Phosgene
Phospham
Phosphene
Phosphide
Phosphor
Photic
Photodrome
Photogen
Photogram
Photology
Photome
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sirtam-RUBBER MATTING

KIND



THE GUTTA PERCHA
OF TORONTO

\^

& RUBBER MFG. CO.
LIMITED

Snuffle

Snug=Rubber Valves

(
RUBBER VALVE AND

I SPRING STOCKS
Snuggle=Rubber Valve Gum in Sheets Soak=Rubber Springs

Soap
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THE GUTTA PERCHA
OF TORONTO

& RUBBER MFG.
LIMITED

CO.

*To denote the months add the following prefixes to the above words, which now designate

the days of the month only—see examples.

January
February
March

Ba April
Ca May
Da June

Fa July
Ga August
Ha September

Ja
Ka
La

October Ma
November Pa
December Ra

^
*See note below.
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OP" TORONTO

INDEX

Aprons, Men's Washing .... 101

Army Blankets 101

Areas and Circumferences of Circles 113

Arc of Contact of Belting .... 10

Bands,



THE GUTTA PERCHA
OF TORONTO

& RUBBER MFG. CO.
LIMITED

INDEX—CONTINUED

^

Hose, Fire, Linen 56
" Rubber 46-47

•' Garden 29-30

Gas 61

Haggis , 61

" Hot Water 62

Linen . . 56

" Marline Wound . . . 33-37

" Mill 54-56

" Oil 39

" Pneumatic Tool .... 38
" Rink 39

" Sand Blast 38

" Steam 31-^5
" " Car Heating . . 60
" " Number of Plies to

Order ... 34
" " Special Railway . . 62
'' Suction, Agricultural ... 43

Hard Rubber . . 43

Oil 43

Smooth Bore 40-42

" Soft 44

Spiral Wire . . 41-42
" " Vinegar 43
" Underwriter, Cotton . . 52-53
" " Linen ... 56

" Vinegar 39

" Water 29-30
" " Special Railway . . 62
" Wire Wound 30-35
'

' Woven Cotton Covered . 32-36

Hospital Bed Sheets 101

L
Lacing of Belts 14-15

Lap Splices, Belting 14-15

Linotype Key Board Roll Covers . 85

M
Mallets, Rubber 85

Marline Winding of Hose . . 33-37

Mats. Barbers'



^
THE GUTTA PERCHA

OF TORONTO
& RUBBER MFG. CO.
LIMITED

INDEX- CONTINUED

Packing, Sheet, "Redstone" ... 64
" " Wire Insertion,

Rubber 66

Pure Gum, R'd Cord 68-69

" Square . 68-69

Pipes, Table of Dimensions . . . 112

Play Pipes, Brass . • . 106-108
" Rubber . 106-107

Pliers, Hose Coupling .... 109

Plumbers' Supplies 82

Poncho Blankets 101

Pucks, Hockey 95

Pulley Filling 81

R
Racks, Swinging Hose .

Reels, Garden Hose . .

Reducers

Rings, Balling Machine
" Fruit Jar 83

Roll Covers, Linotype Key Board . 85

Rolls, Wringer 85

110

. . 110

104-105

. . 84

Saw Bands . . .
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